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The emergence and ongoing development of converged communication networks with heterogeneous access and core network types and diverse device technologies has led to an increase in network management cost and complexity. This, among other factors, has prompted changes in Operational Support Systems (OSS) towards more holistic lifecycles with integrated processes, information models and languages between different views; be it, for example, the Business, System, Implementation and Deployment views of the TMF New Generation Operations System and Software (NGOSSTM) [1]. However, while integration of knowledge between lifecycle views ensures a closer bi-directional correlation among business requirements and the altering state of the communications network being managed, substantial work remains to achieve the goal of enabling the integration of loosely coupled and distributed components that compose the OSS.

Network management complexity has also prompted the emergence of autonomic communication management, with its proverbial self-configuring, self-healing, self-optimising and self-protecting concepts. Incorporating autonomic principles into OSS further complicates integration with the prerequisite for dynamic transformation and mappings between the views’ information models and the languages applied at each view for specifying policy rules. Additional challenges also arise when interfacing between and merging businesses with distinct methodologies; integration and interoperability of distinct information models, processes and languages at the same view but between different businesses or even between different communities within one business must be considered. 





2. FORMAL LANGUAGE FOR SID POLICY MODEL

Policy plays an imperative role in an OSS as it formalises the concept of decision making, indicating that policy is specified at all of the OSS views. While the policies at each view may at first appear disparate they must be resourcefully linked, particularly for autonomic holistic management. Hence the notion of a “single” policy is limited. John Strassner has identified this limitation and has defined the Policy Continuum to highlight the concern of associating policies at different views [3]. Each view of the Policy Continuum respects different constituencies within an organisation and has a link to one or more views of the TMF NGOSS; the views of the Continuum and NGOSS are slightly different as they address different concerns. However, the Policy Continuum together with the TMF SID policy model do not currently define a process for linking, statically or dynamically, the semantics of policy defined at each level.

The TMF SID policy model provides a representation of policy independent of the content. It defines policy as a “set of rules that are used to manage and control the changing and/or maintaining of the state of one or more managed objects.” These rules, depicted as a UML class diagram in Fig 2-1, are containers for (1) Metadata, (2) Events that trigger the evaluation of a condition, (3) Conditions that must hold true for actions to be executed and (4) Actions that are executed on managed objects when events specified in the policy rule trigger and some or all conditions hold true. To allow policy defined based on the SID policy model to integrate with each other and also with policy defined with other policy models (i.e. policy refinement) a formal specification of the SID model is necessary. An ontology is an obvious option to represent this knowledge as it provides a means to formally specify the semantics of concepts and the relationship between these concepts and can, thus, be used to augment information in the policy models with additional meaning and relationships.





Fig. 2-1. Basic view of the SID Policy Rule Specification











Fig 2-3 Protégé OWL representation of the SID Policy Condition

The following is a snippet of the Resource Descripion Framework (RDF) code for the SID Policy Condition:

<owl:Class rdf:ID="ContainedPolicyConditionDetails">
        <rdfs:subClassOf>
            <owl:Restriction>
                <owl:onProperty rdf:resource="#containedPolicyConditionDetails.PolicyCondition"/>
                <owl:cardinality rdf:datatype="&xsd;int">1</owl:cardinality>
            </owl:Restriction>
        </rdfs:subClassOf>
        <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#PolicyConditionEntities"/>
    </owl:Class>
    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containedPolicyConditionDetails.PolicyCondition">
        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContainedPolicyConditionDetails"/>
        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="#PolicyCondition"/>
    </owl:ObjectProperty>
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containedPolicyConditionDetailsAttributeContainedConditionGroupNumber">
        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContainedPolicyConditionDetails"/>
        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&Datatypes;Integer"/>
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#containedPolicyConditionDetailsAttributes"/>
    </owl:ObjectProperty>
    <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containedPolicyConditionDetailsAttributeContainedConditionIsNegated">
        <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#ContainedPolicyConditionDetails"/>
        <rdfs:range rdf:resource="&Datatypes;Boolean"/>
        <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="#containedPolicyConditionDetailsAttributes"/>




3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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